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ABSTRACT

A special ionic enzyme kinetics in a continuously stirred flow reactor

which is membrane coupled to a reservoir is considered starting from a general

expression for the substrate dependence of enzymatic reaction rates including

pH effects. Both bistability of the reaction and electric potentials between

the interior and exterior of the reactor can be observed having regard to mass

and charge conservation as well as global electroneutrality. The sudden Jumps

at critical concentration values from one stable solution branch to the other

on a hysteresis loop are supposed to be the basic action principle of a non-

equilibrium concentration threshold sensor.
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Connected with the rapid development of chemical and biochemical

engineering as well as biotechnology the modeling of enzyme

behaviour and action has peer) of growing interest recently, e.g.

tX-yim The dependence of the rate v bf enzyme-substrate reactions on

substrate concentrations S can be well approximated as the quotient

of two polynomials CS-I2J

P *

n-l m«0
(1)

Etill neglecting pH dependence. It always holds p Si q, for p = q one

has a saturation law for the reaction rate with increasing substrate

concentration, for p < q one gets substrate inhibition. The simplest

examples are p»q»l which is the Michaelis-Menten kinetics of lowest

order, and p'l, q-2 which describes the behaviour of many substrate

inhibited enzymes as e.g. fumarase [13], carboxypeptidase 1141,

aspsrtate transcarbanylase [15], acetyIcholtnesterase [161, or p»r-

oxidase [171. The latter exaaple of second order substrate

inhibition has beenmodelled and investigated extensively [2,9-12,

181. This reaction system has two stable steady states in a dUined

interval of continuous substrate supply. The bearing of bistaMlity

can be described by means of catastrophe theory and corresponds to a

fold or cusp catastrophe. Higher order kinetics is connected with

nultistabiIity and higher order catastrophes [9-12],

1^ uti E±i*tif an

Because the hydrogen ion concentration has a strong effect an the



rates at enzyme reactions pH dependence will be taken into account

now t1,16,19-221. The variation of the reaction rate with pH often

•jives a "be] I-shaped" curve, i.e. there is a pH optimum for the

reaction with maximum enzyme activity.

Enzymes contain a nuttber of ionizing groups, i.e. they have an acid,

basic, and neutral form. The acid and basic forms are supposed to be

inactive Mhereas the neutral form is an active one which nay be

represented as follows [191:

inactive
•1+

" E" <2>

inactive active

acid neutral

or exp1i c i 11y

.— EH , EH + H+ ̂ TZ= (31

If one defines the active form fraction as y with

one obtains C t 1

EH

e.H EH •

H+ «„ \ -I
y = [l • — • --

(4)

(51

where K = k /k-a s n d K - k /k are the equilibrium constants at

the reactions (3).

Enzvm^-subEtrat^ interactIQDG are included now as a "vertical

sequence* o-f reactions. The enxyme-Gubstrate complex compounds are

-3-

supposed to have a neutral active form and charged inactive -forma

too:

etc.

Id)

The products P arise trm the vertical Michael is-Menten steps

EHS. ̂  * 3 , '• - EHSj — pi' i = t ' z i'

for q substrate binding Bites Df the active eniyme EHSB = EH. For

this reaction scheme eq.<1) can be generalized for pH dependence at

the reaction rate:

H+ K__
s": : [ (8)

n-i

where K and K_ are the equilibrium constants for the reactions on

the nth horizontal level. Special cases have already been

investigated, ».g.

a) Michaelis-Davidsohn modal C231:

P=<1=1. K^ =0, K B 1—.Co .

b) Michaelis-Rothatein model C21,22,241:
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e) v.Euler-JOMphson-Myrback model (23):

dl Wi1son~Bergmann model

p-1, q=2, K-, - K__ «( • Kr

2*. EnZ-DUliE. Sub&iLAlS Dissociation

Art enlarged Uitson-Bergmann model tp«l,q«2l will be i nu*it i gated

noH. The foltoHing reactions may take place inside a r u e tor:

a) Enzymatic substrate dissociation:

t>> Water d i H O C i at ion:
fe-v

H + + R", (9>

H * + OH", <10>

Mhere R~ stands for a large univalent rest ion of substrate

dissociation. Potassium ions K* are assumed to be in the reactor too

for modeling more realistic physiological conditions [21,?7I. The

reacter is diffusion-coupled to a reservoir by an inactive membrane

of thickness L. Including (6) up to the third horizontal level with

U -a one obtains the hinetic equations

dS/dt = p (So - SI - v(S,H+I, (11)

dH+/dt - P <H* - H + > + v(S,H+> - (<WH*EQH"I + k.w[HaOl, 112)

'fit = P_([OH-: - COH-J) - b.H*tQH"I + k_ urH,O3, I.13>

dP"/dt m P H<R^ - R"> + v ( S , H
+ ) , 1141

dK +/dt » P (K+ - K+l , (13)

-5-

with

H + K,
(16)

K_ (1 + — + — ) + S11 + — + — 1
H* K,

-i\

The first terms in (1X-1S) describe the exchange through the

membrane with the Mass transport coefficients [21

P i-S,H.OH,R,Kl (17)

where V^ is the membrane volume, V/r the reactor volume, and D; the

diffusion coefficient of component i. Valum with subscript 0 denote

constant reservoir concentrations. Furthermore we have Introduced

uaual denotations for the Maximum velocity of the enzymatic reaction

UH, for the Michael is~Henten constant « M « (k,, +ki'/l<1 , and for the

inhibition constant K « k^/kj. The water concentration is assumed

to be constant because of great excess.

For the optimum hydrogen and substrate concentrations one finds from

0 ,

V

H+ 1/2

0 ,

KMKI

H+

+ +

1/2

(201

For simplification and without losa of generality of the results

below we fix
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and we obtain instead of 119,20)

1/2

"V

1/2
<*,.

(21)

(22)

Furthermore lubatrita concentration la controled to be fixed at it*

optimum value. Eq.(ll) can be neglected then. For the reaction rate

one -finds with (21) and S-SOp£

(231

+ H + +

1 17
with • 1]

x a=K B one finds far the d imens i onl ess quantities X «H+/Xe,>

X =R~/Xe, X =K +/X O the kinetic equations

x.
/tit

1 • X. • K X '

(26)

(2B)

A u m i l a r i y i t « » has been o b t a i n e d by S n i t a and Marek [ ? 1 , ? 2 1 . They

-7-
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used the Michaelis-Rothcteln model for K M « S and predicted

instability at the systen applying Kubicek continuation method 1261.

Stationary solutions follow -fropi dXj /dt "0) i<*l,2,3,4. One gats

X + KX'

ft *

(29)

and from (25) and (30*

d, 1 + X( + KX*

ft * di*i0 _ £
oL X. + d _ d.

(31)

The intersection points of the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of (31) give the

stationary solutions now. A typical example Is shown in Fig.l for

different reservoir concentrations « „ and all other parameters

constant. Tt is readily seen that one has two stable solutions in a

defined range of X ^ only, or in other words bistability occurs for

a defined range of exterior pH.

2*. ElsE.l£-i.c E S I S H H A I S and Ss&fiBx ;

Because the reaction cystea (11-1*3) or its simplified version

<2"5-?3S consists of ionic reactions the charges of the reactants

have to be taken into consideration. The reaction rates already

fulfil the necessary char?e cDnservation law f?l,?2,2V-321

4
I. t(dX./dt) - dj (X. *0 ,

where * »i »+l and I>=1-,=~1 a r * t h * charge numbers of the reacting
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ions. The total charge of tin* »y«t«ii muit be xero because of global

elBCtronmtrility.. Therefore the sight variables x;ixjc • t*l|2,3,4|

art not independent. Global ilKtronwtral i ty will be guaranteed

here by a muitable choice of X . The potassium ions do not take

part In the reaction but play the role of an positively charged

counter-ion only.

If the thickness of the rtitrvoir and the reactor is smat1 compared

with the thickness of the membrane the system can be treated simply

as a plate capacitor, where the electric potential is constant

within the reservoir and the reactor, which are the plates of the

capacitor, whereas it increases linearly within the unbrint, which

is the dielectricum T33], The electric potential difference A ? is

from electrostatics

- %>B a/c (33)

where T and ¥o are the potentials of the reactor and the reservoir

respectively, O is the charge of the plate, and C is the capacity.

Eq.(33) reads with dimension)ess quantities

i=l ' ' i-1 ' W
<p - *,

f
F* <J.

t p t • RT Vm

where F is the Faraday constant, R the gas constant, to and £, the

absolute and relative dielectric constant respectively, and T the

temperature. Different stationary concentration distributions in our

system (23-28) correspond now to different electric potential

differences between reservoir and rtictar. Having in mind the

sensitivity of nonequt1ibrium systems near bifurcation points C341

this will be used now for constructing a sensor which it sensitive

to pH i.e. for fluctuations X ^ > X ^ when the eysten suddenly leaves

the bistable region with high reaction rate and low X., for the

raonostable region with low reaction rate and high X . This is simply

the jump from point 4 to point 7, camp. Fig.).. Connected with this

Jump is a significant change of the potential difference which can

be used for giving any optical or acoustical signal as well as for

driving a device similar to a standard pH-STAT f353 for stabilizing

pH and switching the reaction bach to high rate. Shifting the system

back corresponds to the path from paint 7 to point 5 followed by a

Jump from 3 to 6, i.e. the sensor works on a hysteresis curve 1—»4—*

?-»3—*3—»A—-1 which is typical for bistable systems, camp. Fig.J. If

the external fluctuation vanishes itself the sensor also switches

back itself without any device mentioned jfcrw*. The condition for

• witching back is x v < x^ . Obviously the difference I x̂ * -x£| with

corresponds to the interval of testability and is a characteristic

measure for the quality of the sensor. The smaller this difference

the greater is the sensitivity. There must be found an optimum

between small JX^-X^I and the value of the also decreasing

electrical potential difference which must be transformable into the

mentioned signals. The change of the potential difference along the

hysteresis curve can be seen in Fig,2.

The points 4 and 5 correspond to the switching values of the sensor

-10-



for Dutor concentrationt X w > X ^ and X < X ^ . D K I U H of having

two critical conctntrition threshold* here this nctnequ 1 J i br i um

sensor has been naaed "concentration threshold rnitor" (CTS) t361.

The switching values or critical conctntrstionB correspond to

structural unstable points of the kinetic system (25-28>. I* one

assumes eq.(71) to be the stationary representation of a pseudo-one

component gradient system with potential V It holds

x w .X.,) - X,, - F< ? . V 1

where F t S . X , ) is equal to the r.h.s. of 131). Structural unstable

points follow from CIO,11,J"7!

0 , 0 , (38 >

i.e. F< S • > =0 .

If one assumes constant parameters except § and X1(| then { and Xie

can be separated from (39) and give the bifurcation map in the

' S, ¥« '-plane with X,, as parameter [371. The switching points fora

a characteristic cuspoid which is shown in Fig.^. The intersection

points of the cuspoid and a straight line f <XW )»const. fin the

critical concentrations X ' ,

Switching at the sensor corresponds to a fDld catastrophe. Inside

the cuspoid i.e. for X,e 6 (X^ ,X^ ) the system is bistable which is

also readily seen in Fig-1.

A general expression tor the pH dependence of enzymatic reaction

rates and a special ionic enzyme kinetics with second order

-11-

substrate inhibition have been introduced. Fining the subtrate

concentration at its optimum value the reaction systen in a reactor

which Is membrane-coupled to the exterior shows bistability in a

defined range of outer pH. The jumping of the system from high to

low reaction rates and vice versa at critical exterior hydrogen

concentrations is supposed to be the basic action principle of a

nonequiIibriura concentration threshold sensor (CTS). The

corresponding change of the electrical potential difference between

the interior and the exterior resulting from ion concentration

differences can be transformed into e.g. optical or acoustical

signals as well as driving a device for switching the system back to

allowed ranges of concentrations or rates. The difference between

the two critical concentrations is a characteristic measure for the

quality of the sensor. This kind of sensors would have a wide rinT

of applications where crossing of critical substance concentrations.

Is forbidden! e.g. not only In biochemical laboratories as in the

model example here but also In checking and controling environment'

pollution etc.. Special reactions and design have to be found for

sensing concentrations of special substances. The development of

specific chewio- and biosensors is in growing progress now [131

because they are basic devices for process control in chemical and

biochemical engineering.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I: Intersection points D-f l.h.s. and r.h.s. of (311. instability

occurs in the interval <x£ ,X1f ) • (2.82, 3.42) -for % =28,

=100,

point 1:

Point 3:

1, K * 10"', d,

= o.
3, x,= A,9*7 io"a, yx= 2.308, Xj=i.8;

3, X^- 2.005, Xz=r 0.123, Xj» 1B.6S8,

10.888 (camp. ch. 3).

Fig.7: Change of the potential difference along the hysteresis loop

in Fig.l for V, » <2/3t- t V w £. = 80.B, T « 300 K,

L = ?-10"fc cm, K_ - 10"* not-™-',

Fig. 3: Bifurcation nap in the • 5,X,C )-plane for all other

parameters constant.
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Fig .2
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